
Everybody knows that passwords are necessary to keep prying eyes away from sensitive online information. And 
exactly nobody likes keeping track of passwords or, worse, being prompted to change them often. When it comes to 
personal accounts such as credit cards, email, banking, etc., the amount of risk we feel comfortable taking will dictate 
how conscientious we are about using complex passwords, using different passwords for different accounts, and 
changing them frequently.

But in our work life, we don’t have that luxury. The stakes are orders of magnitude higher than just being locked 
out of our Netflix account. The harm that bad actors can inflict on a business is nearly incalculable. Lackadaisical 
management of passwords can result in a catastrophe that costs a business millions of dollars and untold 
embarrassment. Hackers, as is their custom, are becoming wilier every day, constantly dreaming up new ways to break 
through what we wrongly consider the impenetrable firewall that protects our information.

Healthcare in the Crosshairs
The healthcare industry has become an attractive target for cybercriminals. IBM says that data breach costs in 2021 
rose to $4.24 million. With the burgeoning use of electronic health records (EHRs), the numbers of potential targets 
is in the many millions. In addition to protected health information (PHI), which must be guarded at all costs, there 
is critical financial information residing on the computers of even the smallest healthcare facilities. Healthcare IT 
News reported that as of November 2021, more than 40 million patient records had been compromised by incidents 
reported to the federal government in 2021.

Chief Information Security Officers in healthcare settings do have some weapons at their disposal to counter 
unauthorized attempts to gain access. These include complex passwords, Single Sign-On (SSO), and Multifactor 
Authentication (MFA).

Complex Passwords, SSO, and MFA
The idea of complex passwords is simple. The creation of passwords of at least 16 characters that include random 
uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, and symbols makes it hard for hackers to penetrate. Unfortunately, it also 
makes it hard for a facility’s employees to keep track of. And when employees are using a variety of devices such as 
desktop computers, laptops, cellphones, tablets, juggling these passwords for different applications becomes that 
much more difficult.

Single Sign-On
Is an authentication service that allows an end user to employ one set of login credentials, such as a username and 
password, for multiple applications. Enterprise Single Sign-On provides software and services to store and transmit 
encrypted user credentials across local and network boundaries. The benefit to users is that they no longer have to 
remember or look up different credentials for different applications. The risk is that SSO presents a single point of 
failure that attackers can exploit. In addition, some applications might require additional levels of security, and users 
could be locked out of other apps if they are unable to access the primary account or app.

We’re all familiar with Multifactor Authentication in our personal online lives. Banks, physicians’ offices and other 
institutions with which we do business often ask us to receive a time-limited code via text message or email even 
after we have properly attempted to log in with our username and password. Once we input the code, we’re in. In the 
healthcare setting, MFA provides an extra layer of protection, especially when used in tandem with SSO.

The HIPAA Security Rule requires healthcare professionals and practitioners to protect patients’ electronically stored, 
protected health information (PHI) by using appropriate administrative, physical and technical safeguards to ensure the 
confidentiality, integrity, and security of this information.
 
To this end, hospitals annually invest millions of dollars in HIPAA compliance to safeguard PHI. Unauthorized access 
to PHI results from a lack of control and auditing of those with access to payer websites. Healthcare executives are 
concerned that employees could leak or share payer portal passwords or might still have that access post-employment. 
As a result, healthcare organizations are looking to adopt measures that add an extra layer of protection and security 
over patient data. 
 

The cost of failing to safeguard patient PHI
 

More than in any other industry, healthcare professionals are tasked with gathering sensitive information from a set of 
intermediaries (payors) to perform their role. Often, this process is done manually, putting users at risk of missing data 
elements. By visiting payor portals (RCM, Business Office, Patient Access teams, etc.), healthcare professionals are 
directly exposed to PHI without any powerful IT security controls in place. This lack of security control puts health systems 
at risk for HIPAA violations and other risks associated with PHI.
 
Not only does this direct relationship between users and the payor website live outside of traditional IT security controls, 
but these websites are also vulnerable to attack. Cyber attackers are constantly looking for ways to exploit vulnerabilities 
to gain access to PHI. By increasing the security controls around PHI, health systems can decrease their risk of exposure 
to HIPAA violations and their costs.

A healthcare data breach comes with a hefty price tag — an average of $10.16.45 million per incident. This cost 
takes into account direct expenses such as notifying patients of the data breach, providing credit-monitoring services, 
and hiring forensics experts to determine the cause of the breach and what data was compromised. It also factors in 
indirect costs, such as lost business due to a damaged reputation and lower patient loyalty rates. Because of the high 
cost of a data breach, healthcare executives are looking for ways to combat unauthorized access to PHI.

Fortunately, ZYNC has developed the first all-in-one payor portal gateway for healthcare professionals that helps 
them guard against unauthorized access. 

The problem that ZYNC solves
Currently, most healthcare organizations must log into multiple payor portals to perform follow-up activities. This is 
time-consuming and often results in numerous sticky notes containing sensitive information on monitors as reminders. 
In addition, users often forget their login credentials, necessitating costly help desk calls. ZYNC consolidates all login 
activities into one central location with our new all-in-one payor portal gateway — alleviating these issues and headaches 
for both employees and employers. 

Now, employees can access payor portals from a single application — ZKeep, the Payor Portal Launching Pad — while 
employers can enable and disable access with one click. In addition, ZKeep restricts access to authorized users and 
conceals credentials from users, resulting in complete control of the website by employers. Gone are sticky notes on 
monitors and costly help desk calls to fix broken credentials. 
 
ZKeep logs into each payor portal on behalf of the user. A custom user interface presents a highly efficient staff 
experience so each employee can get right to work, enhancing productivity. Behind the scenes, ZKeep securely stores 

ZYNC has created The First Intelligent Payor Portal 
Gateway Built for Healthcare
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and encrypts login credentials so they are never exposed to users. Employers have complete control over which users 
have access to which websites, as well as the ability to monitor and audit usage. This ensures that your organization is 
compliant and productive while your staff remains efficient in follow-up activities.
 
If you’re looking for a consolidated way to access all your payor portals in one place, let us show you our new all-in-one 
payor portal gateway. With restricted access, concealed credentials, and analytics and auditing on usage, this tool will 
streamline efficiency for employers and employees while reducing costly help desk calls.
 
With ZKeep, you can have all the RCM-related applications that you need in one place, so you can focus on what matters 
most: providing high-quality care for your patients.
 

Your Gateway Access to All Payor Portals. One Touch. We’ll Take You There.
 

To learn more about ZKeep, visit the ZYNC website or request a demo today.
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